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The pace of any educational change aPproximates that of a wounded

turtle. (Kunstei, 1979; p. 90)

Whereas some peoples turn to God when a problem looms on the social

horizon, and others tlarn to the state, Americans instindtiely form

a .committee, elect a president and secretary-treastrer,,and set

'about' finding a solution.* (Wolff, 1968; p. 127)

Combining these two quotations combined show why citizen monitoring gxou,A are .

growing in number and significance in three arenas,of civil rights in schools --

race desegregation, sex equity, and aid for the handicapped. Since the ;late

1960s, schools have come under increasing pressure,from ;ourts, federlk

agencies, and interest groups to ensure civil rights to their student.' But

dom

een able

whether through inability or unwillingness.to change, schools have

satisfied the demands upon them. Thyactors inYolved hav not even

to agree on :hist what the school's have done, why, and how to proce . Thu,s

, -

judges, the federal Office for Civil Rights (OCR), community acti ists, and

4
schools themsdlves have sought help in figuring out what has bee and

.what remains to be, accomplished. One form of help is a commit see stch as a

citizen monitoring body,
,

Since 1970, citizen groups have been established to over ee implementation

of race desegregation plans in oyer T..'Tenty school districts.4 These groups.
range from a three-person Biracial Advisory Committee with no funding and a

two-month life span', to elaborate networks of dozens'of parents, social

.scientists., lawyers, educators, and commudity leaders, with hundreds of

thOusands Of dollars of funding and an indefiaite lift Span. Many'communi:ties

now have groups formally set up to monitor compliance with laws and programs
4

for sex equity and fOr ending discrimination against the handicapped. In

3
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,addition, hundreds of lecAl and national groups zre,'without any formal ma4date

or recognition, keeping watch over schools and trying to induce them'more fully

to guarantee students' civil rights. By:now, perhaps a majority of all pAblic

school children attend schools which have been monitored in some fashion by

citizen groups concerned with civil rights compZiance.
*

During 1979 era 1980, I studied eleven school districts with citizen groups

monitoring race desegregation, eight districts with groups monitoring sex,equity,

and seven districts with groups monitoring aid to the handicqpped. I a4 my

associates read all aVailable material and visited each district to ineerview,

from two to twenty people involved in the process 9f monitoring.

I
We found cities such as Cleveland in which the judge relies heavily on his

monitoring group in ordering chanaes in the desegregation plan, anTcities'such ,

as Dallas where neither the iudge nor adyone else pay attention to the monitoring '

, .

. group. We fOund'cities such as Fort Wayne, Iddiana, where thelschools are

.very sympathetic and responsive to-groups that sought more aid for handicapped
- N

students, and Cities such as DenN;'er in,which for years the school district 4

. ,

fought the monitoring group every inch of the Way. We found cities like Boston,

in which various monitoring.groups spend%more time arguing with'each other,than

overseeing the schools, and cities like Sacramento, in which'several monitoring

.groups divide the labor and aid each other perfect harmony. We.found, In

short., that setting up a monitoring grout is only tIebeginning that monitoring

A

bodies can have no effect or can actually save harmful effects on students'. cfrifil

rights if they do not work properly. Thuswe realized that simply calling fcir

more citizen monitoring is not much use'until we know ,how monitoring should be
'

done and what it should try to do.

From our full report (Hochschild and Hedrick, 1981a) and its summary,and

recommendations. (Hóchschild'and Hadrick, 1981b), I%have derived general'recom-tf
mendations for successful monitoring, identified various goals for civil'rights
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monitoring groups, and made specific,recommendations for achieving each of these
A

1
4 4

goal$. Ihfslarticle descyibes these goals and recommendations.
1

.: ..

.. ,

Monitoring Success and Failure

Before I can make recommendations, however, we must.be clear on just what

a monitoringybody is, and what success and failure are... Yormally,' aorionitoring

grOup contains several citizens who are mandated to observe and report on the

, . -

implementation of. Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, Title IX of the 1972

Education'Amendments, Section 304 of the 1973 Rehabilitation.Act, or

court-ordered remedies for, violations of the Fourteenth Amendment, for students

.in public schools over a relatively longsperiod of time, for a variety of issues.

Groups vary in these characteristics of course, but all share them to some degree.

4 .

The purpose of all monitoring group is to enable. ,their sponsor directly or in-
t

.directly to control the, actions of the body being monitored. By "cont,rol" I mean

?

constraint'or shaping; monitoring is one tool for getting schools to behave in ways ,

that they might not otherwise have done. It assumes, in short, that information

-
,can'be power.

4 - /

A monitoring group's succese can be measured in three ways. From.the least

to the-most stringent and global csCieriqn, theyiare: 1) Did the group achieve

goals that it defines as 'important? 2) Did the group achieve goals defined by

.

its sponsdr (e.g., a Judge, OCR, the Womeh's Equity Action League [WEALD so that

the sponsor was."better able to induce tivil righks compliance by the school district?

3) Did the'group actually make the implementation Of students' vil rights any ,

easier or more successful than it wourd have been if the bode had pot existed? As

the latter two criteria imply,wcommunity, activsts must beware'of equating the

ability of a group to conduct good research or rally comMunity support with sub-
,

0
stantive policy achievements; monitoring succes does not always lead to civil rights

V
success.

$1.
.

Similarly, monitoring group f i u may take leveral forms. The group may

not 'understand its goal, oç pursue the4rong goal. It may haN:re insufficient



resources or backing from its sponsor; it may have an inappropriate structure,

meMbership; or.strategies. It may achiave symbolic success -- e.g., publishing

reports, changing the racial or sexual composition of-advisory committees,'

holding forums -- that substitute for real change. It may simply face

an environment tioo hostile, rigid, or poor to permit much civil rights imple-
4N

mentation'at al . My recommendations suggest wayi to avoid these, forms, of

failura as well as ways to be effec,44ve.

.
, Note, finally, thp.t the typical American assumption that a high level n

-_of conflict indicates failure is probabl png. Monitvring bodies are set, up

to help-control- sdOnool system actions as they implement civil rights require-
4

P

ments. Even gathering information is implicitly part of a strategy to constrain

%

and shape school actiont; if it were not,no policyrmaker would bother to do it.

Thus conflict between the school system and the monitoring body is inevitable

and probgbly useful.; if there were none, the monitors would be either sliper-.

fldous or co-opted. The amount of use ul conflicewill.vary according(td-the

civil rights issue, community resqurces and sentiments, personalities of the

actors, and so on. Too 91ch conflict can be disastrous, but some is simply an.

indication that the monitoring body and its sponsor are doing their job.

Genera). Recommendation'S
*

A monitoring body must be established tarefully and coherently, as an

itategral-part Of the1èivil rights plan or coAt order. Too often Monitoring

groups are established casually or ignorantly, and tHey end up frustrated by

internal contradictions and external obstacles which could have been avoided.

' The sponsor needt to kntlw the circumstances of the partitular school district,

1

to understand the characteristics of the civil rights issue involved, to define

'1
clearly the proper role of the mAitoring(body, and to make sure that% the mad-

date, structure, membership, resources and strategies of the group are both

4

I.

6
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C1't

appropriate to the circumstances ant consigtent with each other. The group should
. ,

be set up before the plan goes into effect,'so it can work out problems, ettablish

4 c.
'procedurp, dnd collect base-line data.

9

Two cautions shoul4 always be 'kept in mind. First, in civil rights issues,

*-.
particularly race desegregation, emotions..run high, ideologies are strong, ,per--

ceptions are quiclhy skewed. Np one can be a neutrak observer. Monitoring groups, :

of cOurse, are set up Eo try to alleviate this problem bat they cannot be truly,
. #.

objective. Thut the sponsor should not rely solely on ny person' Or

group's interpretation of events. Monitors will inevitably ,b09 influenced by

their own ideOlogies, ascriptive traits, methods oflobsgrvation,and occupation.
4

The.sponsor should do everything posSible Co enhance the-group's accuracy, but he.

'should also remain open to alternalive viewpoints and Anterpretations.

Second, sponsars sometimes, consciously or Roe, appbint monitbring groups

t. in the hope that they will make the, probleka go away -- or at least remove it

O , from thvponsor's desk to someone ekse's. In thls situation thecommitteejs

apparent purpose is not its-real mission, which4is to give the people..affected

by the plan some entity,other than the sponsor on which to.focus their wrath,

curiosity, and demands. The group may become a substitute for real owsight

and change, or it may exhaust its energies fighting an unresponsive sponsor,

tg+

L

'or it may go off co its own track, 'dragging the unwilling soOnsor along. None
45\,

of these outcomes is( desirable for anyone. Thus I recommend:

\A sponsor.of a, monitol-ing body bhauld be prepared to spend as much,

or more, effort on the issue-being monitored .a'S he woUld if no such

group eXisted. A monitoring body is not a means of relinquishing

responsibility;.it is a means of helping a sponsor better perform his

task.

Moving to move specific recommendations, the first requirement of

,a succe ssful monitoring group is a clear mandate from its sponsor. Its wording
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Or formality is less ,impr-tant than a mutual,understanding of the group's goals.
e

Thus;

The mandate should clearly state the body's mission, responSibilities,

and authorities. The entire group-should'meet with the sponsor when

necessary to ensure that everyone interprets'the mandate'similarly: The

should explai.n its mandate clearly and repeaiedly to the public and

schools.

\ The mandate shoUld be both specific enough to have real contentand flexible enough
.N\

to give the group some autonomy in acting. I will discuss different types of mandates
.111

in the next section. Nif

Without the'authority it needs to carry out itS mandate, a monitoring body
,

is almost useless. Advisory bodies with no teeth have a long h.i..story in school-

politics, 'and with few excePtions they produce notHing but voluminous studiesi dis-
_

illusioned civic activists, embittered minoirites, cynical administrators, and

ffustrated teachers and parents. ThErefore I recommend that:

The sponsor must make J.'clear either that,a monitoring group is purelY
-t

advisory, ,or thatthe commi tee's findings will significantly influence
.

-his future relations witfi the school system. The sponsor must be
4

prepardd to back up the latter claim when necessary. Nlternatively,

the rbtr must tri/e clear and publicly knownleverage to usg dlrectly

ri
Vhen it sees the need.

Leverage can take. many forms -- court orders, Withholding of funds,political

A
campaigns, pressur flout businesses, student bsycotts, parental protests, 4.1d so tn.

The right kind of leverage depends on the civil rights issue,Jlocal circumstances,

the type of sponsor, and the problem being addressed. The right level of leverage

depends on the same factors, applying too muA powgr can be almogt as destructi:ve

a's too little. Thus:

The sponsor and group members should

41.

e on (and preferatly
4
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e'S

inadvance) what level an$ kinds of leverage are appropriate

in particular situations, and then use it.when necessary. The kind-and

level of power agreed upon must be available and compatible with the

body's'mandate, structure, resources, and membership.

Structures appropriate to different,types of monitoring bodies will be dis-
4

cussed in the next section. In,seneral:
3

The sponsor and/or group.chairperson sllould set up.an appropriate,struc-.

tute before the group begins to work, so thatinternal procedural issues do not

dominate the pirst weeks of the plan's impleMentation.. They should

organize subcommittees, recruit members and staff, allocate resources

4 a

Aand authority within the committee, and. set up meetings,research,'and

reporting procedures both within the committee and 'between it and non-
,

meipbers. Once the structures are established, they should be routin-
.

ized 7.nd left in place unless there is an extremely strong,

reason for changing them. .-The structure shoun, however include mechan-*

'iams for change as Well as some flexibility,-within it.

-This is a call, ;ot for riaidity, but for standard operating procedures. Monitoring

iroups-consist'ol4volunteers with d.ifferent beliefs and skills, doing highly'dif-
.

fuse and 'innovative tasks in a volatile atmosphere. Each%ofkhese features con-

1,

tributes a strong centrifugal force; anything that can be made2roptihe and non-

controversial should be. ...
,

N. 11.
, . , .

.....: 1 .

:The focusiand effectiveness of a monitoiing grOup depends largely on the
'1

views and skills of its member,s. They must be chosen carefully to have enough,

ilit notAtoo muCh, divers)4it To ac-hieve this:balance:

rThe sponso should c oose-members who are committed to carrying.out t.he

civil rights court order or plan, whether or not they.fitmly believe .1

4
' in it. Metbers should be diverse enough in thekn methOds of,observation.

that many different kinds of knowledge:are 011eoted, but not 'sO,Overse
;

*
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that they,cannot ,gree on an interpretation of what Eheyhaveobserved.

actors in till prdcess should be able to trust and respect at leastAll

soMe monitors. Thus group probably should have some educators, a con-

r

iderablenumber of minority representattives, some members with standing

Arl .

' in the business'community, and.so on. Perhaps each major actor should

submit a list-of can4idates for the monitoring uoup to the sponsor,who then

chooses among that list according to the above criteria and others discussed

below.

The other main issde in choosing members is symbolic. Race, sex, place of

.

residence, or class may have little to do with one's"skip as ansobserver and

reporter, but they are easy and convincing issues for skeptics to use in under-

mining monitorihg body findings. Therefore:.

The sponsor should begxtremely sensitive to symbolic issues' of place

and length of residence in the comMUnity, having children ih the pubiic

schools, socio-economic status, race, ethnicity, sex,'and handicap ih

He"should'avoid appointing,manyappointlng monitoring.groug-members.

people who are easily discredited on symbolic (grounds.
41V..

No, matter how skilled and ,ippropriate the members, theyLcan do little with-

out rescupces. First, funding:

A sponsor must provide, or otheise ensure, steady and reliable Cudding

that the monitoring body can use as it sees fit And that has no implicit

or expltpit strings attached

The amound of fundt."nded no'tvbe laNge;"a group

help and supp1ies.4 Wfth more money, of coufse, it

11,

may,need money only for cl,exical

can hire a professional staff,

bp}, coppute0,ttme, hold public forums and activities, travel,

. reimburse sc hooa monitors, ana so.on. But its money

-

independent of Its findingt.

bring.in consultants,

mutt be assured, regular, and

'Second, a tstAff can make of break a donitorAng 'group. It c'an gather and

't .

Wormation, organizeet;rents and.daily routines efficiently, and,support and

1 0

analyze
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critique public members. It can also, however, Create or fan dissension within the

committee or between it and others, become a small bureaucracy with an agenda and

momentum of its own; or interrupt committee communications with the.schools, sponsor,-

and public. I'recommend, therefore 1

The group should have at least a skeletal paid staff, probably,chosen

by and accountable to the group. Staff should be selected,more for

competence and acCeptance of the committee's4undate than for.gersonal

or ascriptive traits. Both sponSbr and public members should be very

alert to potential problems wi staff, and move to solve them early.

The accomplishments of both public members and staff will dependscrucially

the group's leader. The chair must be able to weld a group of people with
-

limited time and disparate,constituencies, incentives, ideologies, background,

and skills into a cohesive unit that can pursue only'a few of its possible,and

desirqle taSks. The chair must cont,rol the staff while leaving it enough autonomy

to work; he or,she must maintain good-relaons with the schools while insisting

on certain demands; he or she must be a public spokesperson and link to the sponsor

without violoting the autonomy.of individual members or usurping the.role of the
P

sponsor, Some necessary leadership'skills,vary among types of monitoring groups,

as we will see in the next section, generally:
nit

The sponsor should be especially careful in designating the chair of

a monitoring body. -We or'She must have public and private stature,

trong leadership abilities, finely-tuned political instincts, and

commitment .to give .tre time and effort necessary to lead a group of

..

volunteeers in a very delicate and difficult task.

Once the mandate, struciure,* composition, and resource's of a body are in

place, it must begin and maintain relations with the sdlool system. The twin

dangers here are co-optation an0 extreme adversarial relations. To achieve enough,

but not too much, conflict:

'

1 1
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f
Monito g grou s should submit reforts to the school System for response

before submitting them to the sponsor or making them 'public. The group

should hot. be committed' to making changes in the report, suggested by the

schools; but it should somehow publicly acknowledge the-schools' response.

Monitoring groups should be alert to positive a4ions taken by Ole

school system, and report successes as well as short,comings. jt

'should not tone down justifiable criticisms, however.

My othtr recommendations vary.by the type of monitoring group, to which I

now turm.

Types of Civil Rights Monitoring.Groups

ow'

So far, I have assumed that civil rights monitoring 1.1 a-single activity,

that all groups d6-essentially the saffe thing except that some do it better

than others do. -My research shows, however, that that is not the case.

,have found four different types of monitoring -- four goals and mandaes that

call for different structures, membdrship, resources,,,and strategies within

the general outlines for,Success described above. This section identifies,the four

types, dtfines success and failure for eactiv an& out];ines particular recom

mendations to be added to the general ones.

Fir-st, monitoring can be a way to extend the range and depth of executive

and judicial policy without increasing the number of civil servants4 (see Eisenberg,

1981). For a state education arncy'or OCR directly to oversee civil rights

compliance in all school districts would be impossible witfiout vasLy increasing

its size -- and even then problems of coordination and communication would be

overwhelming. For a fecieral judge directlY to overeg compliance with hi's court

order would also be,impossible wittiout substantially restructuring the judiciary.

But ditizen groupsunder the,close sponsorshili-of OCR.sor a judge can oversee the

achievementof Constitutional mandateA and then disband when their task is done.
1r-

Thus the first molporing mandate is. statutory, -- to oversee compliance with

1 9 a
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a court order or,administrative regulation to end racial at sex

4 descrimination, or satisfy the needs of handicapped students.,It, focuses on

Ii

1.

vb.

pbedience to the letter of the law or court order, generall'y by examining
\

quantifiable actions such as transfers of students, staff, or4f.unds. Success

consists of provlding reliable and extensive data to the sponsor about what is

4ppening in the school system, and of evaluations and recommendations that

neither distort the data nor constrain the sponsor. The greatest danger for

such a group is likely to be abandoning its ef-fort to be an objective, impartial

observer and developing adversarial relations with the school system. In short,

a statutory group must become and remain a good staff to -- "eyes and ears of" --

its sponsor.

Second, monitoring can be a way to involve more people and groups in the

decisions and ac;ivities of schools. Schools are public institutiOns -- supported

by taxes, headed by localresidents, accountable ultimately to parents andPsociety

in general. Parents should have some say in how and what their children are taught;

businesses and civic organizations should help to prepare their future employees

and citizens.

Thus a second possible monitoring mandate is political -- to change*the.

balance of power within the school system or to bring new actors and new resources

to bear on civil rights problems. One subtype has a blue,riban pq)itical man-

date; it seeks to get business, civic, religious, and cultural leaders;o1ved

in civil:rights related sobhool, programs, in the hope that they will use theit

skills, prestige, and resources to foster those programs.. The second subtype has

a grass roots mandate; it uses the committee's leverage to channel previously

powerless people such as readers of community or minority organizations into

personnel, curriculum, disciplinary, and other school decisions.

SucAss for the blue-ribbon monitoring group consists of moving power horizon-

tally -- gettirgpreviously uninvolved but powerful groups active in some school

13



policy. Success for the grass-ropts group is moving power vertically -- getting pre-
.

viously involved but powe'rless groups active in school policy-making processes. The

0

greatest danger for a political monitoring group is that its members will focus"

more on'their own political goals anc ambitions than an the civil rights issuf

per se. Blue ribbOn coMmittkes may become preoccupied with internal jockeying

or may use the schools to strengthen their own organization. Grass-roots com-

.mittees may become engrossed ih battling the school system in the pursuit of

unrealistically great changes in race, gender, or class relations.

-

Third, monitoring can be a way to make sure that educational goals are not

lOst in the drive to comply with laws. No judge can fully understand the

exigencies andlneeds of educators; no,single set of regulations can be optimal

for all school systems. No one mants blind obedlenc.e ta hinder children's

( best interests, and yet we must not permit local exCeptions to vitiate civil

rights mandates. Monitoring groups. are a way to apply general laws to

specific situations, to bridge the gap between policy-makers and educators.

Thus a monitoring body mandate mav be educational -- to make sure that ending

discrimination also improves students' learning. The group may seek equal sducational

.opportunity.' Monitoring here means making sure-that educational needs are always

givenpriority over all other demands, and that each student has a full and equal

chance to become educated. Monitoring group success consi§ts of helping educators

to put their professional training, to its best. use. The second subtype focuses

on equa). results; monitoring here &ails making sure that previously disadvantaged

children receive enough compensatory treatment that they ittain the same educa-

tional outcomes as other'children. Success for suchga group means changing the

,allocation of educational resources in orAr to benefit. forMerly.deprived students.

With regard to Rducational goals, the greatest danger of an opportunity-
?

oriented group is that it will be co-opted by the schoOl system, so that it

becomes an apologist for schookrthat cannot,or will not change to meet civil
*

14
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.rights goals. For a results-oriented group, the greatest danger is that it

will come to support continued segregation between advantaged ahd deprived

:groups, e.g. that it willrelinquish desegregation in trade far compensatory Orograms

in racially isolated schools.

Finally, monitoring can be a way for people to come together, work on

common goals, devel4) -new friends, and learn to understand and appreciate

differenaes as well as similarities. One purpose of desegregation is to bring

blacks and whites together;,one pnrpose

together; the main goal of civil rights

Monitoring groups can themselves create

of sex equity is to bring men and women

for the handicapped is mainstreaming.'

ties and set examples; they can also

help to ensure that schools truly integrate their students and teach each one

the value of all.

Thus the fourth and final mandate may be social -- to improve relations among

hostile or distant groups, to involve people from varied backgrounds in school

activities, and to help minorities develop contacts and self-confidence within

%

the dominant society. Success is acheitred through fostering

\
relations, developing networks across,groups plthin the sch8O

t f

and psychological protection for newly integrated Students, and building community

d internal social

s, providing physical

morale. Failure would occur if the desire f social relations ithin the coal-
?

mittee, or friendly but superficial activities and progr

the edge of the committee's mandate

The committee may be unable both to

in the schools, blunt

tbqprotect_and_hansZ former deprived.students.

criticize disFriminatory treatment and to en-

1

courage cooperation and respect, and it m drop the

much more enjoyable latter task.

former task in.favor of the,

/

The first step in making recommendations for different types of tonitoring

groups is to suggest which combinations are, and are not, compatible. No

actual grouli'will be a pure type as I just described them, but some mixes work'

much better tian Others. eirst, gebups can easily combine mandates that seek
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information and that require a neutral, uninyolved set of monitors. Thus

statutory and equal opportunity educational mandates work well together.

Conversely, groups can successfully combine mandates that require direct in-
0

yolvement by the monitors in the schOol system, so long as the actions'them-

selves are compatible. Thus blue-ribbon golitical and social mandates can

1

` 'be combined, since both seek to involve powerful community leaders in the schools.

Similarly, grass-roots political'and equal-outcomes educational mandates work

. well together, since both seek to change the way schools are run and the people

who rdn them. Groups should avoid, however, combining mandates if one focuses

on information gathering and the other on direct action, and they should avoid.,

combining action-oriented mandates if one seeks radical change in the'schgol

system and the other doesn't. Mixing incompatible mandates leads ,only to

frustration and battles within the group, inconsistent communications with the'

schools, and headaches for the sponsor.

If the sponsor or group members seek a yariety of incompatible soals, their

greatest chance for success lies in'setting up several cieizen groups, each with

a different mandate, membership, resources, and strategies. These groups should

understand their boundaries and limits, and try to work closely together to

reinforce each other's activities. Sucla a netwotk can avoid.intra-grpup conflict.,

and the contradictions of switching from objective observer to passionate acttvist

41.

and back again. A network also gives the schools and coMmunity clear foci for

differene communications and claims. However, these groups run the risk of expending _

their energy in competition over resources, power, and mandates rather than in the

pursUit of civil rights goals. To avoid such fights.over turf, the sponsor

should:

Make sure that each group clearly understands and accepts its mandate

apd its relationship with the'other groups; make sure that the

6
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structures, resources, and members are appropriate for each.group; build

on existing groups; and avoid any ambiguity over allocations of new

powers, resources, or objects for maitoring.

We come;.finally, to recommenaations for specific types of monitorin' 'Lill report
*

I have room ,here only to outline, them; for details and examples,

(Hochschild and Hadrick, 1981a21981b).

/(
A statutory monitoring group, whose role is to provide systt.

F.

. jective information to its sponsor about compliance with a court ora

needs access to school data and the assurance bf its sponsor's backing

get it. Itt sponsor is likely to be a court, OCR, or state\agency.

structure should be relatively formal, with subcommittees-determined by iss

areas.and a single chair and spokesperson with authority overthe whole body.

memb'ers should be experts on legal questions, data analysis, and policy imple-

ute,

d to

mentation -- not necessarily representatives of the relevant minority or powerful

.and prestigious community memberi. It needs afairly large and professional staff

to collect, analyze, and evaluate data; it would also beherit from a group of vol-
.

unteer, nonprofessional in-school monitors who are trained by the staff to observe

all report accurately. It needs considerable funding, for staff salaries, computer

and.supplies. Its leadier needs strong executiie and analytic, but not neces-

sarily Rolitical, skills. Its meetings and; reports are instrumental more than ex-

pressive, and therefore may be closed to the public and targeted specifically to the

sponsor's needs or wishes. Its rategies should include:

* A stance as objective, uninvolved observers.of the school system;

* kminimum of expressidn of personal oknion and ideology, and a limit

on recommendations, to the extent desired hy the sponsor;

* A high degree of autonoby for the.staff, especially in gathering and

analyzing data, and a strong staff director;

* A single public spokesperson, who provides only as much publicity_as

7



is necessary to legitimize the order or law to the public;

-

* Information gathering that is sys'tem-wide, verifiable, not focused

on individual problems, and chosen in atcordance with components of

/(

the court order or statute;

* A perception among members and staff that they are all the staff of

the sponsor, and that theif role is to evaluate compliance with the

plan, not the'merits of the plan itself;

* Formal prebentation to the community, preferably in writing, of facts

about the litig'ation or law and actions needed to comply with it.

A monitoring body with a political mandate is being asked to change the balance

of power'-or amounCof resources within the school system in order to foster prol

grams#or mliCies,for student civil rights. A blue ribbon political group is

444

likely to be sponAored by local community or business organizations,Terhaps,
4

in conjunction with a court. 'Its main mandate is to
f
bring resources and actors

into certain school programs, so it needs c ess to Rchool adminis;.fators

with the authority to shape those programs. For example, bueinessmen

on the oup might help to design,vocational classes and apprenticeships for mtpority

students; museum and university employev might work on designing programs on women
4

p

in American history or techniques for educating retarded students. Thus its structure

should,be loose and informal, with largely autonomous subcommittees or ganized accox

,

to the programs being developed. Its Member's need be neither members of the tarwted.'

groups or legal and analytic elerts; they should be local elites, able tedraw

on their wide cdthmunity contacts and organizational bases. The staff should be

'small and purely administrative." Funding can come from monetary and in-kind

donations; the amount needed Will vary according to the nature and extensiveness

of the programs that group.members develop. The chair should have great local

status, but should facilitate a variety of actiNaties more than dominate poZitically

or analytically. Meetings and repoxts should be open to the ptiblic and schools as
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well as to the sponsor; reports should be nontechnical'and wide-,Tanging. Strategies

include: 114- 4

o '

i
.

* Informal, -cooperative, fr;eftdly relitionS with school administrators;
e

* Combining monitoring withrecommendatiáns and activism;

* A focus on developing substantive policies and programs rather than

on.decision-making;"

%

* Pluralism and equal relations among committee members;

* Effol-ts to involve other community members and local ortanizations
7

in new school programs;

* Using the promise of contributing scarce sources of time, money, and .

expertise as a "c f f
tO uce school cooperation; and

* Cultivation of favorable media coverage of programs.

AGrass rootOklitical group 'is more concerned with bringing previously

,.
powerless community res dents into school decision-making processes that affect

civil Tights-than with particular programs. It is likely to be sponsored by

,non-elite,prganiza.tions.and pblitical groups seeking substantfal change, and

it is likely to focui more on specific prOblems and general proCedures of implementation'

.than on data-gathering o program development.' It needs access to school staff and

intra-school memos and policy documents, as well as assurance by the schools

or sponsor thai there will be no reprisals'sagainst Committee-members their

constituents if controversies become acrimonious. Its structure should be informal,

with subcommittees organized by either geographic area or system-wide decision-

,

making processes. It needs a strong leader with great political skill

and conviction, and with access to mediph coverage and the sponsor. Other

members should be community residents, with a deep tommitment to the civir rights

issue and with wide connections and a ,good reputation in the Community. The committee

needs few if any local elites Or experts, but it should befigDlly weiented to-

sard the group -- blacks, women2 or handicapped -- which die civil rights issue

addresses. The stafT can be small and purely administrative; funding is needed

only for supplies, public meetings and communications, and reimbursement fa-

.19
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poor group mambers. Meetings and reports should be open, to.the publlic and °71.1ould

make,every effort to draw'as many people as possible into the prodess. Strategies

might include:

* A wilklingness to tave confrontations when necessary with school 'Admin-

istrators;

* A search for mutual support with same teachers and low-lev.el staff;

* Combining highly qualitative monitoring with activism;

* Pluralism and equal relations among committee members;

* A focus on determining and redressing individual grrevanceip loather

than doing systematic analyses or developing new programs;

* Strong ivocacof civil fights goals with strong recommendations for

implementation in committee reports; pld
r

* Efforts to obtain and rOutinize citizen participation in school decisions.

Monitoring bodies with an educational mandate focus more directly on students'

1
1.

learning than do groups with the first two mandates; they.view the civil rights

implementation process as a way to improve the procesS of education (narrowly-defined)

for formerlY deprived students. A group that focuses on equal educational opportunities

is likely to be sponsored by the school system itseff; if so, it often includes

in its mandate an effort to keep.civil rightg implementationS, defined as

student movet nt or new programs and policies, from disrupting olip-going educational
tft

processes. Such a group needs access to school administrators and data, but it

does not need much enforcement authority. Its structure should be çelatively

,

informal, with.subcommittees often divided by grade level or special programs.

The chair needs strong organizational and persuasive skills, as well as credibility

with mainstream parents.and educators% Its members should be respected, but

not necessarily elite:local residents. It is likely to contain more educators than
.

.
. .

lawyers or policy analysts, and it should have some minority representatives al-

though,they need not dominate it, Its-etaff can be small and mostly administrative,

20
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-

with some capability for data analysis. Its funding also can be minimal, and,can

;

beo1argely in-kind donations from the schools or local organizations. Meetings

and reports should be open to the public but need not'be extensively advertised;

recommendations should be aimed ,primarily at the schools themselves, and should

focus on the distribution of'resources, discipline, and opportunities among

students. Strategies might include:

* Co eration and close communication with school of#cials at all
4

levels,but especially In top administration;

* Objective data-gathering combined with recommendationK,bUt not.

necessarily efforts to achieve'Ehose recommendations;

* A combination of,system-wide observation on some issues with ad hoc

individual problem-solving on others; and
..)

Efforts to.institutionalize grievance and disciplinary proced6res, to

increase minority partiCipation in extracurricular actiirities, and to

alleviate educationally dysfunctional aspects of a Covrt order, statute,

or regulafion on student civil rights.

A monitotiag groUp with an educ'ational'mandate that focuses coequal outcomes,

more than on.equal opportunities will be more adversarial than tl-{e'group just

discussed. It seeks to enstire that formerly deprived minorit±es leave 'school
0

with the same education as other students -- even if that" means that they MUst

receive special.treatment or remain separate from the dominant group. Sponsors

of such a. group are likely to be parents or other members of black, women's, or

hAndicapped,advocacy organizations. They need access eo school data on student

placement,studentachievement,andresource allocatiqn, as'weIl as access to the

people and processes that allocate §"tudents, 'teachers, and funds, The structure,

Membershrp, and staffing of this groupcan be.the,same as7"that of an opPortunities-
,

oriented group, ,ex,Cept,that the leader must be more politically powerful, deprived

groups must be better-represented, and members should'be strong advocates of

9 .1
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1(,

significant cha ge in the schools. In-school monitors would be a vdluable ad-
0

.

dition to sucG.group. Funding Can be slight, but must be entirely independent
. 1

e

of the schools. Meetings and repor,ts should Pe open and should activelf seek
,

-.-
community 'i.nvolvement. Group strategies might include:

* A willingness td engage in confron ons with the school system when

'necessary;,,

* Invdstigation oi specific complaints or prablems of deprived students

combined with occasional system-wide analysis;

* Investigation.of tssues not specifically related to civil rights issues

if they aftect student achievement;

* Efforts to generate media coverage and community invblvement, especially'

by parents and deprived.groups;

* Efforts to become inVolved in the implementation process as well as to
p.

-2make recommendations;

* Monitoring within schools and classrooms of daily activities; .and

* An effort to develop institutionalized procedures for compensation to

deprkved siudents as long as necessary.

Finally, a monitoring group with a social mandate focuses more on the extent
.

and quality.of interaction among groups than on the substance of legal, political,

or educational changes in schools. A social group is likely to be sponsored by,

community organizations and middle-of-the-road minority advocacy groups. It

needs access to school agministrators and perhaps teachers, and authority to'sponsor

programs or events., Its.structure should,be informal, with subcommittees organized

by activity or program area, and a.leader skilled at negotiation and facilitation.

Multiple spokespersons seem appropriate. Members should be respected community
.

members with widespread connections but not necessarily any professional expertise.

They .should be evenly divided among the groups ,question, with each subcommittee

MP %

perhaps co-chaired by a black and a white, or a man and a woman, or a handicapped

02
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.AN1 non-handicappea member. The group can be quite large (e.g., over 20), but

should have only a skeletal staff for administrative purposes. Funding should
4

be greit enough Co permit the development of new programs and frequent community

A
and school activities. Meetings and reports should be seen more as opportunities

for community involvement than as the,instruments to achieve any particular goal.

pnly in,one atea should the social monitoring group seek particular results --

that of investigating and solving complaints by formerly deprived groups of

discrimination, hostility, or danger. 'Strategic's for such a group should include:

* Working cloaely with all levels of the school system, avoiding adyer-

serif relations in most, casesr

* A willingness to be more,confrontational on issues which affect the

safety or statds of formerly deprived sutdents;

* Mixing observation with making, recommendations, devising remedies, and

helping t$ implement them;

*, Efforts to achieve wide and favorable media coverage;

* A focus on school-by-school observation responding to pieblems as

they arise,combined with some system-wide moniAring of special programs

and of treatment of formerly disadvehtaged students;

*1 Commitment to good community relations more than strong advocacy of a

particuler,civil rights goal; and

0,

* The development' of informational and reference services, for example on

job openings., on higher educational options and scholarships, or

on the achievements of local minority personages both historically

W4
and currently. a

Thus monitoring groups need to not only follow general strategies for success,

but also to ascertain their particular mandate and its implications. Only by such
0

conscious and careful organization can monitoring ,groups be effective in the face

of the great odds against them, which are the subject of the concluding 7tion.

9 3
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Conclusion: The Structural Contradictions oT Monitoring

Monitoring, in all its variations, can be enormoUsly helpful in implementing

civil rights in schools. A monitoring group gives courts and regulatory agencies ,

a greaeei ability to enforce their mandateS; it gives schools a chance to fit the

mandate to local c;Ecumstances; it gives citizens an chance to shape/crucially

important and compiex institutions; it facilit tes true integration. However,

monitoring also has built-in frustrations and conflict4, which must be confronted '

if a group hopes to be effective. Consider the following argument: To achieve

b

their mandites, monitors need many resoursces, which are gidntect by different

:\;

actors in the implementation process who are independent oeone another. If two

4
such actors are adverearies, the more one gives of Ole resources under its control

k
to the4monitoring body, the more the group will be perceived as aAtool of that

actor, and the fewer the resources that the other will give. Thus, to take the
*

simplest case, a court can give its group a mandate, funding, sta f, leader,
*

A

members, and the promise of judicial backing if necessary. ,But i cannot givesthe

body information or legitimacy in the schools -- only the schools can.ao that..

And when court and schools are locked in a bitter fight, the more resources the

coUrt gives, the more that the schools withhold.

The core dilemma Is that a small-set of resources are all necessary but not

sufficient by them elves effectively t
,
o monitor civil:rights compliance, and these

resources are controlled by separate actors who are likely to be antag6nistic to

one another or to monitoring. These core resource* are: 1) mandate, authority,

.and merilbers, controlled by the sponsor; 2).information, cOntrolled by the school
. 4

system; and 3) community sdpport or at least acquiescence, controlled by parents

and other local.residents.

4 The strategies for getting enough of these three*essential resources depend

V
on circumstances. If the school district is the sponsor or agrees with the sponsor,

the community is 'also likely to be supportive. Thus the monitoring body is able
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simply to work cooperatively with allactors. This situation most often occurs

in groups dealing with aid to the handicapped. Such a circumstance is the most

desirable -- but it also is theone in which monitoring is least necessary and perhaps

least forceful. If the school district 'and/or the community disagrees with the

sponsor on civfrl rights goals or the means to achieve them, the monitoring
-

body has two.options to be effective. It may be very politicallY, astute, and ,

worlc hard to persuade all actors to give it the resourcef it needs. This sitdation
,k

is the most common one in sex equit cases. Or it may rely heaviiry on a sponsor

who has and williuse the power needed to force the schools and community to cooperate

with the monitors. This circumstance is most likeli to occur in raernesegregation

cases, and it is the situation in which moniti5Ping is the hardest to do effectively

re.

and the most impOrtant to do effectively. My la'st recommendation for an effective

monitoring group is, therefore, that, the sponsor must:

Ensure that all actors will give.the monitoring body the resources A

need; or give the mOnitoring body a leader, members, and Other'resources

that will help it be periluasive to schools and community residents; or

give the monitoring body the backing it needs to force the slools and

community to give it'essential resources. This choice will depend

on local circumstances and the issue beirig monctored. The sponsor and

,monitors should adjust their expectations accordingly. The fiTst'
1

situation makes effective monitoring most likely; the seoond situation

makes it possible but uncertain; and the third situation makes it e'Xtremely

difficult, though not impossible.

Remember, there are no definitive,rules on what tO monitor ahd how to do it.

The choice of mandates, resources, and strategies, and the reasonable leVels of

expectation and lverage all depend on the kind of civil rights being monitored and

the degree of enthusiasm or hostility among the'actors. Monitoring is not a way to

make a problem ,go away; it can be a way to help citizens participate in their schools

25
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and to make schools and governments respond to deprived minorities, women, or

handicapped students.

Footnotes
_

e"
4

1. The full report, which 4:nclu4es descriptifts of tlenty-five monitoring,groups,

and its summary and recommendations, are available forr$12.00 or $3.00
respectively (to covet Ast-of copying) from Jennifer Hochschild, Woodrow

Wilson School, Princeton University, Princeton, New.Jersey 08544.
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